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PROJECT RECURSO
EVALUATION SUMMARY

1985-1986

This report examines the 1985-86 RECURSO project which operatea in
20 sites in five special education regions of the City of New York.
Title VII funds were awarded during the 1985-86 school year to the
Division of Special Education to initiate a training program for bilingual
teachers, School-Based Support Teams (S.B.S.T.$) ana parents of limited
English-proficient (LEP) special education stuaents. The training
activities were designed to meet the three basic goals of the project:
to improve the assessment process, the delivery of instructional services,

ana the interaction between the schools ana the parents of LEP special
education students. This evaluation presents the characteristics of
stuaents ana teachers who were aesignatea participants in the RECURSO
project, the implementation of the program ana the participants' evaluation
of the quality ana relevance of the training events offerea by Project
RECURSO.

As specifiea in the project guidelines, RECURSO targeted schools
within t.ne New York City School system which haa the greatest number of

oilingual, self-contained, special education classes of stuaents in
grades three through eight with low LAB scores. The RECURSO population
;onsisted of 20 schools ana the S.B.S.T.s affiliated with them, 362
stuaents (ana their parents) ana 34 teachers. Most training events
proviaea by the RECURSO project were open to all interested S.B.S.T.s
ana teachers of LEP, special eaucation stuaents.

The majority of the RECURSO stuaents were oetween nine ana 12 years
of age, in grade,: '..hree through six, ana haa LAB scores within the
lowest five percentiles. The majority of RECURSO teachers haa teaching
credentials in areas germane to the teaching of LEP special education
students; however, they haa limited teaching experience. Thus the
majority of stuaents ana teachers in the classes selected to partici-
pate in the project haa the characteristics for which the program was
designed.

Even though the project was not fully staffea auring the first year,
five di:ferent types of training opportunities were proviaea: one-on-
one, on-site training sessions (54 sessions for targeted RECURSO teachers);
five regional after-school workshops attenaed by 54 S.B.S.T.s ana 78
teachers (approximately 75 percent of whom were aesignatea RECURSO
pe.sonnel); two four-aay summer institutes attended by 36 S.B.S.T.s ana
74 teachers (approximately 50 percent of whom were designated RECURSO
personnel); ana seven parent workshops proviaea to a total of 70 parents.
Ninety-one percent of the teachers ana S.B.S.T.s ana 83 percent of the
parents who participatea in the RECURSO workshops gave positive feeaback
on each aspect of the workshops.
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RECURSO staff provided training activities which fully aaaressea two
out of the three basic project goals: improvement of instruction through
teacher training and improvement of parent-school interaction through
parent workshops. The only goal which was not fully addressed was that
of improving assessment, sue primarily to the fact that the psychologist
was not hires during the first year. However, other RECURSO staff
members began to gather relevant information on appropriate assessment
proceaures ana provided limited training to teachers and S.B.S.T.s in
this area.

The Division of Special Education set specific outcome objectives to
be met at the ens of the first program year. However, because imple-
mentation was so limited curing this period, discussion of outcome ob-

jectives was considered premature; thus it is not included in this re-
port.

The following are recommendations for the second year:

O Implement the project as proposes.

O Staffing the project as proposed.

o Expand efforts to involve RECURSO parents in

the workshops by supplementing each pre-set
RECURSO workshop agenda with topics which are of
immediate interest to parents such as current
changes in immigration laws )r E.S.L. training.
Additionally, childcare should be provided on
the premises twin(' parent meetings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Office of Educational Assessment conauctea an evaluation of the

1985-86 RECURSO project which was funded by Title VII and was implemented

by the Division of Special Education. The program was designed to pro-

vide training to bilingual teachers, School-Based Support Teams (S.B.S.T.$)

and parents of limitea English-proficient (LEP) special eaucation stu-

dents. This report examines the start up phase of the RECURSO project.

It is organized as follows: Chapter I provides background information

and a aescription of the RECURSO project plans; Chapter II presents

evaluation methodology and findings; and Chapter III presents conclusions

and recommenaations.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

Public Law 94-142 (The Education for All Handicapped Children Act

of 1974) not only aaaresses the needs of nanaicappea children in general,

but those of children who are limitea English proficient (LEP) as well.

With regard to the latter population, the law states the following:

Testing and evaluation procedures used for the evaluation and placement

of handicapped chilaren must not be racially or culturally discriminatory.

When feasible, testing is to be aone in the child's language. Public

Law 94-142 also states that evaluations and reports are to be maae

available to parents. Also, if the parents object to the placement

recommended for their children, hearings and appeal procedures are to be

made available to them. In order for this to occur, pertinent information

must be communicated to the parents of LEP chilaren using the appropriate

language.
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The Division of Special Education (D.S.E.) of the City of New York

has set as its mission the provision of appropriate eaucational programs

in the least restrictive environments for all stuaents with handicapping

conditions. D.S.E. provides instructional and support services to more

than 115,000 special education stuaents. Of these, more than 9,000 have

been identifies as limited English proficient (LEP). Ninety percent of

these are native speakers of Spanish.

In an effort to provide for the special neeas of this population,

the Board of Education of the City of New York has taken a number of

steps: Since 1983, the Language Assessment Battery (LAB), aevelopea to

iaentify LEP stuaents in general education, has been aaministerea to

special eaucation stuaents. Those who score below the twenty-first

percentile are entitles to bilingual instructional services. An effort

has also been mane to hire qualifies bilingual instructors to provide

bilingual services to these stuaents. Finally, LEP stuaents who are

suspected of having handicapping conaitions ar., referred to D.S.E. for

evaluation.

Because of a general shortage of qualified bilingual special eauca-

tion personnel, C,S.E. has attempted to expand its base of qualifies

bilingual instructional and assessment personnel through more aggressive

recruitment and is working to aevelop the knowledge and skills of its

bilingual personnel through staff aevelopment. With this in mind, the

Office of Reimbursable Programs of the Division of Special Education in

consultation with the Office of Bilingual Education aevelopea Project

-2-
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RECURSO -- a Title VII instructional support moael aesignea to improve

the skills of Lilingual special eaucation personnel currently working

with LEP, special eaucation stuaents.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Proposea Participant Selection Proceaures

In preparation for Project RECURSO's start-up,.the Office of Bilingual

Services laentifiea the schools within the New York City School System

which haa the greatest number of LEP stuaents in self- contained special

eaucation classes, graaes three through eight. These graaes were tar-

getea because they haa large numbers of LEP special eaucation stuaents

who were unaerservea with regara to bilingual services, ana haa not

previously received assistance unaer Title VII.

Of the 32 community school aistricts in New York City, 14 were

selectea; from these aistricts, 20 schools were targeted. Plans were

mane to involve all LEP special eaucation stuaents, their teachers, ana

the School -Bases Support Teams (S.B.S.T.s -- three-member interaisciplinary

teams who are responsible for the psychological ana eaucational assess-

ment of special education students) at each of these 20 schools. In

total, the Division of Special Education anticipatea the participation

of 350 stuaents, aporoximately 35 bilingual teachers, ana 10 S.B.S.T.s.

Proposea Objectives ana Strategies

The ultimate long-range goal of Project RECURSO was to increase LEP

special education students' movement towara less restrictive environments

by enhancing assessment procedures ana instructional services provided

to them. Project RECURSO haa three basic objectives:

-3-
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O to improve the quality of assessment procedures for LEP
students referred to special education;

O to improve the quality of instruction for special education
LEP students; and

O to improve the quality of parent-school interaction.

The original RECURSO design, also set specific outcome objectives as

indicators of program success to be met by students participants at the

end of each year (See Appendix).

A professonal bilingual staff composed of a program coordinator, two

teacher trainers, a social worker, an educational evaluator, and a

psychologist was to implement Project RECURSO. They were to accomplish

each of the project objectives through the specific strategies described

below.

To improve the quality of assessment procedures, the role of the

RECURS() staff was to gather information concerning the most current,

non-biased test procedures and materials available on the market and to

provide training to S.B.S.T.s in their use. The training was especially

aesigneo to improve testing procedures for language-minority and limited

English-proficient (L.M./LEP) students to better identify those who were

language impaired as opposed to those who were simply of limited English

proficiency, More specifically, particularly during the start-up phase

of the project, the duties of the RECURSO staff were to consist of:

surveying S.B.S.T.s to determine their needs in the area of bilingual

testing; gathering information on current testing techniques and materials;

-4-
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contacting universities an eaucational publishers to locate assessment

mat'.rials currently availacle and determining their suitability for New

York City's student population; identifying cultural issues which might

have an impact on LEP special eaucation stuaents and their parents'

ability to participate in the testing and 'earning process; assembling

training materiels for distribution to field S.B.S.T.s; and offering

workshops on bilingual assessment proceaures.

RECURSO was aesigned to improve the quality of instruction provided

to LEP special eaucation students through a variety of strategies. The

project originally proposed that the two RECURSO teacher trainers woulc

proviae both individual and group training in bilingual instructional

techniques to the teachers in the aesignatea RECURSO schools. They

were to oroviae aemonstration lessons, assist teachers 'a aeo:loping

inaiviaualizea instructional approaches for specific stuaents, ana

conauct after-school workshops and summer institutes on instructional

strategies. in order to further develop the skills of participating

teachers, they were to be proviaea the opporturity to take university

courses for which they woula receive tuition rt. mbursement.

In oraer to improve the quality of parent-school interaction, the

entire RECURSO staff was to proviae workshops to the parents of parti-

cipating stuaents on all aspec_s of special eaucatlon services. The

workshops were aesignea to familiarize parents with the policies ana

proceaures of the D.S.E. ana to proviae them with techniques to assist

their chilaren in the learning process.

-5-
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II. METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS

Originally the Division of Special Eaucation set specific outcome

objectives to be met at the ena of each program year. However, because

implementation was the major program issue auring the first funaing

cycle, it forms the focus of this evaluation. O.E.A. set three major

evaluation objectives for Project RECURSO in its first year: to proviae

a aescription of ,rogram participants' characteristics, to report on the

extent to which the project has been implementea auring at the ena of

the first year, ana to report on participants' satisfaction with the

project's training activities. This chapter aescribes the process of

aata

collection ana analysis ana reports on the results of each evaluation

objective.

EVALUATION OBJECTIVE I: CHARACTERISTICS OF RECURSO PARTICIPANTS

Evaluation Questions:

Specific evaluation questions were aaaressea with regara to parti-

cipant characteristics. They were:

- Nno participates in the project?

- What were the age, graae-level, ana achievement
characteristics of the stuaents who participates?

- What were the areas of specialization, creaentials, ana
training experiences of participating teachers?

Dia RECURSO serve the teacher ana stuaent populations
for which it was aesignea?

-6-
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Data Collection _na Analysis

Sample. J.E.A. sought to collect data for all designated RECURSO

stuaents and teachers. Because of limited RECURSO staff resources and

the short period of program implementation, all requested aata could not

be retrieved.

Instrumentation and Data Collection. O.E.A. developed a fifteen-

item questionnaire to tap information about participating teachers'

backgrounds and professional experiences. Student information was col-

lected from central computer files by matching individual student iden-

tification numbers from the RECURSO roster with those from the LAB test

file maintained by the Board of Education. Such information as grade

level, age, and English proficiency was retrieved from this source. Data

collection was limit-a because many LEP, special education stuaents were

not found in central surveys. Many apparently has not been LAB tested.*

Analysis. O.E.A. aggregated and organized frequency data for a

descriptive presentation of specific stuaent and teacher characteristics.

The aata were comparea with the criteria of the project proposal.

Evaluation Findings

Characteristics of Selected Students. In total, 362 stuaents were

selected to participate in the project. Overall, complete os' partial

aata were obtained for 230 RECURSO stuaents ranging in age from seven to

13 years with 79 percent falling between nine ana 12 years (see Figure

1). All students for whom aata were available were in grades two

* Although aat7 collection for LEP stuaents is now more systematic,
the most complete source of information for these stuaents in
1985-86 was the LAB test file.

-7-
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FIGURE 1

Age Distribution of AEpRSO Staaents
(N = 222)
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Source: LAB datafile, spring 1986

a
Refers to the number of RECURSO students for whom these data were
available.

o RECURSO students ranged in ege from seven to 13.

o About half were 11 or 12.
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through six; 89 percent were in graaes three through six (see Figure 2).

LAB percentile scores were usea as inaicators of RECURSO stuaents'

English proficiency (see Figure 3). Of the participants with LAB

scores, 91 percent scorea below the 21 percentile ana almost 60 percent

scorea at or below the fifth percentile, thus aemonstrating that stuaent

participants selectea for the program were among the most limitea

English-proficient.

Overall, the typical RECURSO stuaent was between nine ana 12 years

of age, was in graaes three through six, ana haa a LAB score which

inaicatea a very limitea proficiency in English. The majority of

stuaents in the classes selectea to participate in RECURSO haa the

characteristics for which the program was aesignea.

Characteristics of Participating Teachers. Although the training

activities of Project RECURSO were offerea to a large auaience of

teachers ana S.B.S.T.s who work with LEP special eaucation stuaents, the

primary target population for training consistea of the 34 teachers who

workea airectly with the targetea classes of stuaents. The follow-

ing section proviaes information about these teachers' ..:ountries of

origin, their eaucation, creaentials ana experience.

The majority (59 percent) of the RECURSO teachers were from the

Unitea States (44 percent from Puerto Rico ana 15 percent from the

mainlana). Twenty-one percent were European (Spain); ana the remaining

21 percent were from Latin American countries (see Figure 4).

Of the 34 RECURSO teachers, 31 responaea to the question about their

unaergraauate aegrees. The vast majority of teachers (68 percent) haa

earned their unaergraauate aegrees in eaucation (special or general) or

-9-
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FIGURE 2

Grade Level of RECUT Students
(H = 215)
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aRefers to the number of RECURSO students for whom this Liformation
was available.

RECURSO students were served in grades two through five,
and eight.

O Most students served were in grades four and five.
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FIGURE 3

LAB Percentile Scores of §ECURSO Students
(N = 230)
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Source: LAB datafile, spring 1986
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a
Of the 362 RECURSO students reported as sented by program staff,
LAB information was obtained for 230.

o About 60 percent of the RECURSO students for whom data were
available scored at or below the fifth percentile on the LAB,
indicating that their proficiency in English was very limited.
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FIGURE 4

Country of Origin of RECURSO Teachers
(N = 34)
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Source: RECURSO Teacher Survey.
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o Almost 60 percent of the participating teachers were from the
Unitea States mainlana or Puerto Rico.

o About one-fifth of the participants came from Spain.

o Twenty-one percent came from Latin America.
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psychology. Twenty-three percent earned their degrees in languages or

Puerto Rican studies; and 10 percent earned them in science, business or

art. Thus the great majority of RECURSO teachers (90 percent) earned

their undergraduate degrees in areas applicable to the teaching of LEP

special eaucation stuaents. Nineteen teachers reported that they held

masters degrees. Of this number, 74 percent had earned them in special

education or psychology, 16 percent earned them in caucation or Spanish,

and the remaining 11 percent were in unspecified fields.

Of the 34 teachers, 25 reported that they had experience teaching

special eaucation classes. Of these, 72 percent reported that they had

three or less years of experience. The remaining 28 percent reported

that they had between four and nine years of experience (see Figure 5).

All 34 teachers responded to the question concerning their experience

teaching LEP students. Forty-seven percent repor6ea that they had

experience teaching English as a second language and 94 percent reported

that they had experience teaching bilingual eaucation.

Overall, the typical RECURSO teacher had teaching creaentials in

areas that were applicable to the teaching of LEP special eaucation

stuaents. S(he) did, however have limited teaching experience. The

RECURSO program was aesignea to provide learning opportunities for just

such a teacher.

EVALUATION OBJECTIVE II: PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Evaluation Questions

Specific evaluation questions were aaaressea with regard to program

implementation. They were:

-13-
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FIGURE 5

RECURSO Teachers' Years of Experienge TeacWng Special Education
(N = 25)
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a
Refers to the number of teachers v"-o responded to the item.

O Over 70 percent of the teachers who responded had three

years of special education teaching experience or less.

, Only about 20 percent had five years or more of experience
in special education.
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o Was the program implemented as proposed?

o What issues arose which affecte1 implementation?

o What activities took place?

Evaluation Procedures

All RECURS() staff who had been hired as of August 1986 were inter-

viewed to generate a dhcriptive report of program implementation.

0.E.A. developed an interview schedule based on the evaluation questions

described above and then aggregated all staff responses. The following

description is based on the responses.

Evaluation Findings. Funds for Proj(...6 RECURSO were available as of

September 10, 1985. However, the first RECURS() staff member (a teacher

trainer) was not hired until 7ebruary, 1986 aue to a number of procedural

obstacles in the hiring process. She was followed by the program

coordinator in March, and an educational evaluator in May. The social

worker was hired in June and a second teacher trainer began work in

September. As of that date, the psychologist position still remained

open, delaying the full implementation of the assessment component.

Thus the project was not staffed as proposed during the first year. The

core staff made up of the coordinator, educational evaluator, social

worker, and a teacher trainer implemented the project during the last

three months (June, July and August) of the program year.

To introduce this program to participating districts and schoo's,

the RECURSO coordinator initially met with speciz.1 education regional

-15-
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assistant superintendents and site supervisors. She reported that all

personnel on th',s level were quite receptive to the program. After

obtaining agreement on school site selection, she met with the principals

of participating schools to introduce both the program and the teacher

trainer. The coordinator reported that some principals were initially

resistant to introducing bilingual instructional techniques which might

differ from approaches already establshed in their scnools. The co-

ordinator countered this resistance by explaining that the teacher

trainer's role was to advise rather than to impose a particular approach

to bilingual education.

The training of RECURSO staff covered project goals and objectives

and bilingual instruction and assessment issues. Once they were hired,

RECURSO staff members initially met with the coordinator to receive a

general orientation to the project. Thereafter, they met on a bimonthly

basis to review their work. Additionally, the coordinator made herself

available to all her staff members for training on a one-to-one, as-

needed basis.

Due to the difficulties encountered in obtaining staff, service

delivery in the first year of the project was limited. However, a

number of training events were organized, carried out by RECURS() staff

aria made available to the bilingual teachers, S.B.S.T.s, and parents of

LEP, special education students attending the 20 targeted RECURSO

schools. Certain events were made available to all interested teachers

and S.B.S.T.s regardless of whether or not they were targeted by RECURSO.

This was part of the original RECURSO project design. All RECURSO staff

24



members incluaing the coorainator, the eaucational evaluator, the

teacher trainer, ana the social worker conauctea these training events.

Program activities consistea of five aifferent training op-portunities:

one-on-one, on-site training sessions; regional, after-school workshops;

summer institutes; a teacher course reimbursement program; ana parent

workshops.

Inaiviaual, on-site training sessions were proviaea by program

staff to the targetea bilingual teachers in the 20 RECURS() schools.

They were conauctea on a one -on -one, as-neeaea basis auring the spring

of 1986. In total, 54 sessions were proviaea to 34 teachers covering a

variety of topics relatea to bilingual instruction.

Five regional after-school workshops were proviaea by RECURSO

staff (one in each of the special eaucation regions excluaing the City-

wiae, low-inciaence programs) auring May ana June of 1986. They were open

to all interestea bilingual teachers ana S.B.S.T.s. A total of 54

S.B.S.T.s ana 78 teachers receivea training in a variety of subjects

primarily relatea to bilingual instructional approaches. Bilingual

assessment topics were also incluaea, but only to a limitea aegree.

Approximately 75 percent of the participants were targetea RECURSO

personnel.

Two four-aay institutes were proviaea by RECURSO staff in the

summer of 1986. They were open to all interestea bilingual teachers

ana S.B.S.T.s in the city ana consistea of a number of workshop sessions.

Workshops aaaressea the following 12 topic areas:

O Reading
o Bilingual reaaing ana writing

Instructional strategies

-17-
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O The Individual Education Program
O Language aevelopment
O Bilingual eaucation
O Instructional materials for LEP stuaents
o The use of videotaping in language development
O Multicultural education
O Learning through arama
O The Brigince test
J Classroom management

In total, 36 S.B.S.T.s and 76 bilingual teachers received :.raining

at the RECURSO summer institutes. Approximately 50 percent of the

participants were targetea RECURSO personnel.

RECURSO offerea a tuition reimbursement program during the 1985-86

program year to encourage bilingual teachers to take courses in topics

related to bilingual instruction at their local colleges. A total of 54

teachers register.., college courses with RECURSO ana were reimbursed for

their tuition.

RECURSO staff organized seven parent workshops during May ana June

of 1986 covering a variety of topics related to parents' rights and

child development. RECURSO teacher trainers prepared bilingual flyers

announcing the workshops ana aistributea them to the teachers of the

targetea RECURSO students so that they could take them home to their

parents. A total of 70 parents participated in these workshops.

Despite the fact that only a four-person core RECURSO staff operated

curing the summer months and that most of these training events took

place after school hours, 54 one-on-one sessions were proviaea to

teachers, a total of 208 teachers ana S.B.S.T.s received training at

workshops, 54 teachers took college courses in related areas, and 70

parents were proviaea information through the RECURSO program. Given

-18-
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the limitea human resources available, the results appear to be sun-

stantial.

EVALUATION OBJECTIVE III: PARTICIPANTS' WORKSHOP EVALUATIONS

Evalue.ion Questions

Specific evaluation questions were aaaressea with regara to

participants' (teachers, parents, ana S.B.S.T.$) feeaback about RECJRSO

workshops. They are:

To what extent aid the workshops provide parti-
cipants with new and useful information?

Dia the workshops meet the parents' expectations
and aid they fins them interesting?

How knowledgeable were the speakers perceived to be
with regard to workshop topics?

Were participants actively involves in the workshops?

- Were workshop materials perceived as aaequate?

Data Collection ana Analysis

Sample. In order to gather pertinent information on the above

evaluation questions, questionnaires were aistributea to all teachers

and S.B.T.S.s who participated in after-school ana summer institute

workshops an to parents who pa-' '.::ipatea in the parent workshops. A

total of 90 S.B.S.T.s, 154 teachers, ana 18 parents filled out question-

naires.

Instrumente-jon ana Data Collection. O.E.A. aevelopea participant

workshop feedback questionnaires which aaaressea all of the above-
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mentioned evaluation questions. Participants were to rate several

aspects of the training on a scale which ranged from one (low) to four

(high). These questionnaires were then distributed by RECURSO staff to

teachers at the after-school workshops ano summer institutes, as well as

to parent workshop participants.

Analysis. D.E.A. aggregated the number of participant responses for

each questionnaire item, calculating a frequency distribution for each.

Evaluation Findings

After-School and Summer Institute Workshops. Participants (S.B.S.T.s

and teachers) in both the after-school workshops and summer institutes

completed brief evaluation surveys at the end of each session. When the

respondents were asked if their training had accomplished its purpose,

92 percent gave posit,ve responses. Table 1 presents the results.

Ninety-seven percent of the respondents reportec that the information

which was presented was useful; ail considered that the workshop speakers

were knowledgeable in the training area. Ninety-two percent of the

respondents reported that they had sufficient opportunity to ask q, Nstions

and e4ress opinions, and an equal proportion reported that the training

materials were helpful. Thus, more than ninety-one percent of the

respondents replied positively to each of the evaluation questions.

Parent Workshops. Parents who attended the RECURSO parent workshops

were asked to complete brief evaluation surveys at the end of each

session. Of the 70 parents who participated in the workshops, only 18

filled them out. Possible reasons for this limited number could be that

parents may be unaccustomed to providing feedback about institutionally-

sponsored events or, they may feel uncomfortable with written material.
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TABLE 1

Participants' Evaluation of After-School ana Summer Institute Workshops
N = 529a

(Low)
Ratings in Percent

(High)
Questions 1 2 3 4

To what extent aia the training
accomplish its purpose? * 4.0 29.0 67.0

How useful aia you find the
information presentea? * 3.0 19.0 78.0

How knowledgeable was the speaker
in the training area? * * 12.0 88.0

How sufficient were opportunities to
ask questions and to express opinions? * 5.0 25.0 67.0b

How helpful were the training
materials? * 4.0 28.0 64.0b

Source: RECURSO Participant Survey.

*Equals less than one percent.

aNumber of evaluation forms submitted by teachers and S.B.S.T. members
who participated in after-school and summer institute workshops (an
individual could have submitted multiple forms).

DSome row totals ao not equal 100 percent because of missing aata.

o Participants' responses were generally vary positive.

o Participants appeared to rate the speakers' knowledge and the

usefulness of the information presented most highly.
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TABLE 2

Participants' Evaluation of Parent Workshops
N =18a

(Low)
Ratings in Percent

(High)
Questions 1 2 3 4

How much did you learn at the
workshop? * * 11.1 38.9

Was the information useful? * * 11.1 88.9

Did the workshop meet your
expectations? * * 33.3 61.1D

Was the workshop interesting? * * 27.8 66.7

Were there enough opportunities
to ask questions? * 11.1 27.8 61.1

Dia you actively participate
in the workshop? 5.5 * 44.4

,

38.9D

Was the instructor capable? * * 38.9 55.6D

Were the materials adequate? * * 55.6 38.9D

Source: RECURSO participant evaluation survey.

*Equals less than one percent.

aRefers to the number of participants who filled out evaluation surveys.
(The low response rate may be due to parents being unaccustomed to
giving feedback or being uncomfortable with written materials.)

pilaw totals do not equal 100 percent because of missing data.

o Parent respondents rated the amount and usefulness of the
workshop information most favorably.
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Respondents rates several aspects of the training on a scale which

ranged from one (low) to four (high). Table 2 presents the results.

One - hundred percent of the responaents reported that they has learned

useful information from the workshops. Ninety-four percent reported

that the workshops has been interesting and has met their expectations.

More than 83 percent reported that they actively participates in the

workshops and has sufficient opportunity to ask questions. Ninety-five

percent reported that the workshop instructor was capable, aria an equal

proportion consiaert that the materials usea in the workshop were

aaequate. Overall, more than 83 percent of the responaents replies

postively to each of the evaluation questions.
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The goals of Project RECURSO were to improve the quality of assess-

ment procedures ana instruction proviaea to limited English-proficient

special education stuaents ana to improve the interaction between those

stuaents' parents ana their schools. The basic strategy used to reach

these goals was to provide training opportunities to the S.B.S.T.s,

teachers, and parents of those stuaents.

The project targeted 20 schools (ana the S.B.S.T.s affiliated with

those schools), 362 students, their parents, ana 34 teachers.

Conclusions derived from O.E.A.'s findings are the following.

O The majority of stuaents ana teachers in the classes selected
to participate in the project had the characteristics for which
the program was oesignea. Thus the project server bilingual
personnel who work with the LEP special education stuaent
group which historically has required the most special edu-
cation services, has been under-served with regard to bilingual
services, and has not received assistance unaer Title VII
prior to this time.

O Incomplete staffing of the project hampered the full imple-
mentation of the program ana precluded making any statements
about student and teacher outcome measures or the achievement
of all three program goals.

o Despite the staffing problem, Project RECURSO provided five
different types of training opportunities: one-on-one, on-site
training sessions, regional after-school workshops, two four-
aay summer institutes, a teacher course reimbursement program,
and seven parent workshops.

o Participants who respondecCto the O.E.A. evaluation surveys
rates the RECURSO workshops highly.

Given the limited RECURSO staff ana the brief time (three months)

during which that core staff of four operates, the number of training

activities provided, the number of teachers, S.B.S.T.s, ana parents who
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participated, ana the positive feedback given to the quality ana relevance

of the workshops appear to be substantial.

In conclusion, RECURSO staff succeeded in providing training acti-

vities which addressed two out of the three basic project objectives:

improvement of instruction through teacher training ana improvement of

parent-school interaction through parent workshops. The only objective

which was not aaaressea was that of assessment, aue primarily to the

lack of a staff psychologist in the first year.

In the project's second year, the evaluation team recommends that

the RECURSO team:

o Implement the project as proposes.

o Staff the project as proposed.

o Expand efforts to involve RECURSO parents in the
workshops by supplementing each pre-set RECURSO
workshop agenda with topics which are of immediate
interest to parents such as current changes in
immigration laws or E.S.L. training. Additionally,
child care should be provided on the premises during
parent meetings.
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APPENDIX

OBJECTIVE 1: To improve the quality of assesment through information

gathering and S.B.S.T. training. By the conclusion of the first full

year of project implementation:

o RECURSO S.B.S.T.s will have identified instruments which
are appropriate for the assessment of LEP special eaucation
stuaents.

o Thirty percent of the targeted S.B.S.T.s will receive training
in new strategies and tests available for the assessment of
LEP special eaucation stuaents.

OBJECTIVE 2: To improve the quality of instruction through teacher
training. By the conclusion of the first full year of project imple-
mentation targeted classroom teachers will have:

o Received workshops on the development of different skill
areas using the transitional bilingual instructional approach.

o Received workshops in instructional techniques and materials
appropriate for use with LEP special education stuaents.

o Received training in the interpretation of stuaent assessment
aata.

OBJECTIVE 3: To improve the quality of parent-school interaction
through parent involvement. By the conclusion of the first full year of
project implementation, 30 percent of the parents of stuaents participating
in Project RECURSO will have:

o Received workshops acquainting them with the policies ana
procedures of the school system and the Division of Special
Education particularly student assessment procedures and
student I.E.P.s.

o Received workshops on methods they can use to work with
their children's eaucational neeas.

o Received workshops in various interest areas such as
community resources.

o Received workshops assisting them to aevelop their own
English language skills.
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A SUMARY OF THE PROJECT RECURSO
END OF YEAR PROJECT

1985-86*

This report examines the 1985-86 RECURSO project which operated in
20 sites in five special education regions of the City of New York.
Title VII funds were awaraea during the-1985-86 school year-td the
Division of Special Education to initiate a training program for bilin-
gual teachers, School-Based Support Teams (S.B.S.T.$) and parents of
limited Englishproficient (LEP) special education stuaents. The
training activities were designed to meet the three basic goals of the
project: to improve the assessment process, the delivery of instructional
services, and the interaction between the schools and the parents of LEP
special education students. This evaluation presents the characteristics
of students and teachers who were designated participants in the RECURSO
project, the implementation of the program and the participants' evaluation
of the quality and relevance of the training events offered by Project
RECURSO.

As specified in the project guidelines, RECURSO targeted schools
within the New York City School system which had the greatest numoer of
bilingual, self-contained, special education classes of students in
grades three through eight with low LAB scores. The RECURSO population
consisted of 20 schools and the S.B.S.T.s affiliated with them, 362
students (and their parents) and 34 teachers. Most training events
provided by the RECURSO project were open to all interested S.B.S.T.s
and teachers of LEP, special eaucation students.

The majority of the RECURSO stuaents were between nine and 12 years
of age, in grades three through si.c, and had LAB scores within the
lowest five percentiles. The majority of RECURSO teachers had teaching
credentials in areas germane to the teaching of LEP special education
students; however, they had limited teaching experience. Thus the
majority of students and teachers in the classes selected to partici-
pate in the project had the characteristics for which the program was
designed.

* This summary is based on "Project RECURS() End of Year Report,'
prepared by the Office of Educational Assessment, Special Education
Evaluation Unit.
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Even though the project was not fully staffed during the first year,
five different types of training opportunities were provided: one-on-
one, on-site training L.ssions (54 sessions for targeted RECURSO teachers);
five regional after-school workshops attenaea by 5e, S.B.S.T.s ana 78
teachers (approximately 75 percent of whom were designated RECURSO
personnel); two four -say summer institutes attended by 36 S.B.S.T.s ana
74 teachers (approximately 50 percent of whom were designated RECURSO
personnel); ana seven parent workshops provided to a total or 70 parents.
Ninety-one percent of the teachers and S.B.S.T.s ana 83 percent of the
parents who participates in the RECURSO workshops gave positive feedback
on each aspect of the workshops.

RECURSO staff provided training activities which fully aaaressea two
out of the three basic project goals: improvement of instruction through
teacher training and improvement of parent-school interaction through
parent workshops. The only goal which was not fully addressed was that
of improving assessment, sue primarily to the fact that the psychologist
was not hirea during the first year. However, other RECURSO staff
members began to gather relevant information on appropriate assessment
procedures and provided limited trainir.; to teachers ana S.B.S.T.s in
this area.

The Division of Special Education set specific outcome objectives to
be met at the ena of the first program year. However, because imple-
mentation was so limited during this period, aiscussion of outcome ob-
jectives was considered premature; thus it is not included in this re-
port.

The following are recommendations for the second year:

, Implement the project as proposed,

, Staffing the project as proposes,

, Expand efforts to involve RECURSO parents in

the workshops by supplementing each pre-set
RECURSO workshop agenda with topics which are of
immediate interest to parents such as current
changes in immigration laws or E.S.L. training.
Additionally, childcare should be provided on
the premises during parent meetings.
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